Year 3
Who Let the Gods Out?
Autumn
Engage

Athens vs Sparta Olympic Games

Express

Greek Myth Shadow Puppet Theatre

Focus Subject
Science Link
Why?

Key Knowledge

History
Light
We feel it is important for the children to learn what impact and legacy different periods
of time have on world today.
This ancient civilisation forms an important foundation of Western culture. We want to
encourage children to see how the politics, philosophies and myths of this civilisation
have had a huge impact, even today. They will learn how the city states of Ancient Greece
provided the earliest examples of
the ideas of citizenship and democracy. We want our children to understand the
importance of these ideas and how they must be valued in the future.

History
•
•
•
•
•
•

Become familiar with Sparta and its warrior culture
Understand the importance of Athens as a city-state
Democracy in the city states
Recognise the origin of the Olympic Games.
Become familiar with Ancient Greek religion and the worship of many gods and
goddesses
Identify great thinkers from Ancient Greece

Science
•
•
•
•
•
Express

We need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence of light
Understand light is reflected from surfaces
Light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to protect their eyes
Shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked by an opaque
object
Find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change.
Ancient Greece Shadow Puppet Theatre

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z87jmp3
Show the children the video and explain that they are
going to be using their learning from Science and
History to create their own shadow puppet theatres to
retell one of the Ancient Greek myths.

Who Let the Gods Out?
History
Learning
Objective

Teaching Input

Engage

Athens vs Sparta Olympics
Split the class into half. Explain that half of them live in
Athens and half of them live in Sparta. Ask the children
to read the information cards and share what they have
found about the features/traits of the people of those
places.
What are the key differences? Why didn’t these city states
like each other?
Explain that today they are going to compete in an
Olympic Games against each other.

To make
comparisons
between
Greek times
and today

Introduce the key vocabulary:
democracy
vote
citizenship etc.
Show children the character cards. Who do they think
would be allowed to vote? Why? Why not? Who would be
allowed to vote today? Discuss.
Hand out information about democracy in Ancient Greece
and the UK.
Show children a Venn diagram. What aspects of
democracy are the same today as they were in Ancient
Greece? What is different? Where will this information be
sorted?
Why is democracy important? What roles in the classroom
would you want to have a say on? (School council/
monitors etc) Choose a role that you are going to elect in
todays lesson. Children write speeches explaining why
they would be good at the role and put their arguments
forward. Children take part in a class vote, using the key
aspects they have learnt about in the lesson.

Outcomes
Children take part in a carousel
of Olympic activities to try to
win points for their city state.
Which events would the
Athenians be good at? Which
would the Spartans be good at?
Why? Which city state would you
want to live in? Why?

Discuss the characters who
could and could not vote

Children complete Venn
diagrams to sort the key
information about democracy
then and now.
Children take part in a vote for a
chosen class role.
Those who do not wish to stand
for election take on the role of
journalist, blogger or civil
servants.

To understand
the
importance of
religion in
Greek times

Provide children with information on different Greek
Gods and Goddesses. Challenge the children to highlight
the key information and then ask them to feedback what
they have found to the rest of the class.
Children then choose their favourite God that they have
learned about to create a fact file about.

Create Greek
God fact file on
their chosen
god.

To understand
beliefs within
Ancient Greek
society

Show children pictures of Greek temples. What do you
think they were used for? What impact did religion have
on Ancient Greece?
What stories have we learnt that contain Gods? Why do
you think that is? (Greeks believed that Gods had huge
influence over human life and this is often depicted in the
Myths)
Choose a story to tell the children that involves a Greek
God. Explain to the children that today they are going to
create their own myth that includes a God of their choice

Children create storyboard/story
map to tell the story of their
Greek God.
What similarities should it have
to Greek myths? What impact
does the god have on the story?

To describe a
significant
Greek figure

Children complete a marketplace of different Ancient
Greek thinkers/one chosen Greek thinker. They must all
gather as much information as possible to be able to
answer questions on a quiz.
Once children have read their initial information they
must then share/swap it with the rest of the class to
complete their research sheets.
Feedback ideas and play Tick it/Nick it - if they have the
information they tick it and if not, they ‘nick’ it from their
classmate.

Children gather information
about their chosen Greek
thinker:
• Childhood
• Discoveries
• Why they are remembered
today

To explain the
impact of a
significant
figure

Show children a model biography. Why are biographies
written? What information do they tell us?
Explain to the children that today they are going to write
a biography of their chosen Greek thinker. What key
information would they want to include - what is it
essential for their reader to know?

Children us the information they
collated in the previous session
to complete biographies of their
chosen Greek God.

To use a
source to find
out about an
historical
event

Introduce vocabulary: source primary secondary
hoplite.
Show children the vases. What is happening in the
pictures? What does this tell us about Greek soldiers?
What information can we gather from the source?
Children label the different information they can learn
from each vase?
Show children a description of the Persian war
(Marathon). What information is the same that we found
on the vases? What is different? Why?

Children annotate
images of vases
to highlight what
can be learned
from them.

Who Let the Gods Out?
Science
Learning Objective
To recognise that
we need light to
see

Teaching Input

Outcomes

Torch in a Box
Hand out the cardboard boxes and the
question sheet (Hamilton) and model how to
use the torch to investigate light. Challenge
the children to make holes in the box and use
the torch in different ways to investigate light,

Children record their findings about
what the can see and begin to explain
why they think they are seeing this.
(Hamilton Trust recording sheet)

Recap the learning from the last session. What
is light? Where does it come from? What is a
light source? The children may mention
sources that reflect light.
Show: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/
zb3s34j Do all colours show up in the dark? If
there is a little bit of light, which colours would
show up best? Children test the colours in their
boxes.
What about material? What material need to be
easy to see in the dark? Why? Children test
materials and record findings.

Children test different materials and
record their findings. What did they
notice? Can they explain what they
have seen?

To describe how
light from the Sun
can be dangerous

Show children the powerpoint (Twinkl) on why
light from the Sun can be dangerous.
What damage can the Sun cause?
What can we do to protect ourselves?
What could happen if we don’t protect
ourselves?

Children create a poster/leaflet
explaining how they can protect
themselves from light from the Sun.

To understand
how shadows are
formed

Guess that shadow!
Have children facing forwards and place a large
lamp behind them. In turn, place different
objects in front of the lamp to create a shadow
on the wall. The children must guess what
object is being held up by the shape of the
shadow on the wall.
Tell them when you place an opaque,
translucent and a transparent object in front of
the lamp and ask them to note what they see.

Children record their thoughts and
what they noticed about the different
materials.
How does the transparency of the
material affect the shadow?

To investigate how Take children out onto the playground and
shadows can
stand on one point. Ask a partner to draw
change
around the shadow. Continue to note shadows
at points throughout the day and take photos.
Set up the investigation in class. How does how
close the torch is to an object affect the
shadow length?

Children present results on how
shadow length is affected by the light
source and distance.

To describe how
light is reflected
from surfaces

Children then record overall findings,
making comparisons between looking
from the top and the side.

Play Mirror Mazes (Hamilton Trust)
Can children test their idea of
reflections to complete the mazes?§

Children practice creating different
shadow hand puppets to depict
different animals

Challenge them to use the key
vocabulary to explain their findings.

Who Let the Gods Out?
Art
Learning Objective

Teaching Input

Outcomes

To describe how a
style of artwork
has changed
through time

Look at mosaics from different times, including
mosaics we might see in places today.
What is the same? What is different?
Why do they look effective?
Model adding annotations using key
vocabulary to the different photos to highlight
the common features.

Children annotate
mosaics from different
times, noting the
similarities and
differences between the
images.
Children create thumbnail
Images of their favourite
mosaic.

To sketch initial
ideas

Explain to the children that they are going to
create their own Ancient Greek mosaic.
What images could your create?
What colours were used? Which ill you select?
Model using the squared grid to design a
mosaic tile showing an Ancient Greek image.

Children create
their mosaic
design using
the squared
grid.

To use develop
use of pattern

Explain to the children that today they are
going to use their designs to create their own
mosaic.
Children could choose from a range of media
to create their design.
What effect are they trying to create?
What colours will be most effective?

Children use their
designs created in the
previous session to
create a mosaic using
their own choice of
media.

To learn about
great artists in
history

Show children images of Greek vases. Why
were they made? How are they decorated? What
common themes/patterns can you see?
Remind the children of our work in History
about the vases telling a story and how it can
be used as a source.

Children add annotations to pictures
of vases to highlight common
pictures, themes and pattern.
Children choose line patterns to
replicate or adapt in preparation for
their own Greek vase design.

To develop use of
line

Show children examples of different types of
line. How do they think these lines are used in
art? Which line types can we see in Greek
Vases? Why?

Children practice completing patterns
with lines that would be seen on Greek
vases.

To develop use of
line

Give children templates of Greek vases on
orange card. What images will the include?
What types of line will they use? Which Greek
patterns will they include?
Model planning the layout of the vase before
adding the line pattern detail.

Children complete their
vases using black pen to
add images and detail in
the style of an Ancient
Greek vase.

